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2020考研英语小作文高频出题点（英语一）

Top 1：建议信

必备表达

1．提出建议

Could you please …

I feel that it would be beneficial if …

2．期盼回复

I hope that my suggestions are helpful for your decision-making anyway.

I hope you will find these suggestions/ proposals/ recommendations（建议）helpful/ practical/ useful（有帮助的，

实用的）.

高分作文

Dear Sir or Madam,

I am glad to hear that the library is to improve its service and facilities（服务和设备) . So I am writing to offer

my proposals（建议）.

We all know libraries play a vital role in the education and entertainment of the general readers. In my opinion,

our library should do its best to purchase the latest publications and make sure it has a full set of classical and

reference works. Another important facility I suggest is the Internet via computers. In this way, the library will

expand its services to more readers.

All in all, I think a library should take all necessary measures to keep up with the times（与时俱进）. Your

consideration of my proposals will be highly appreciated.

Sincerely yours,

Li Ming

Top 2：祝贺信

必备表达

1．表示祝贺

It is with great pleasure that I hear of your success. Please accept my warmest/heartiest congratulations（ 衷心的

祝贺）.

Allow me to convey my congratulations on your …

2．表达美好祝愿

I wish you success and fulfillment in the years ahead.

May each succeeding year bring you greater happiness/success/prosperity.

高分作文

Dear Lily,

Good news travels fast. I heard that you were accepted（录取）by Tsinghua University. You may not imagine

how excited I was when I got the news. Owing to your industriousness and intelligence （勤奋和聪明才智）, your
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dream finally comes true . We feel proud of you and send our congratulations on this important milestone （里程碑）

in your life.

I know that your enrollment （入学，录取） is the beginning of a new and broader education. And I believe

that your intelligence and backbone will enable you to be successful in the forthcoming four year’s study. How

happy I shall be when I see you graduate with knowledge and skills to benefit our country.

May you have a good health, happiness and outstanding success in your future life.

Yours truly,

Li Ming

Top 3：投诉信

必备表达

1．说明投诉问题

I am writing to inform（告知，代替 tell）you that I find … unsatisfactory …

I am writing to express/ air dissatisfaction/ disappointment/ concern regarding…

2．期待解决方案

I hope you will take steps to rectify（纠正、改善，代替 improve） this situation soon.

I believe you will take my complaints seriously. I would ask you to give back my money, or I would file my

complaint（投诉） to the authorities concerned（相关部门）.

To solve this problem/ rectify the situation/ crack this hard nut（解决问题）, I hope to draw the attention of the

authorities concerned.

高分作文

Dear Mr. President,

My name is Li Ming, a junior of the Civil Engineering School. I venture（冒昧） to write a letter to you about

the canteen service（食堂服务） on campus which has given rise to a lot of complaints among students.

The focus of the complaint is the poor quality of the food. The vegetables are so overcooked as to lose their

nutrients. The price of the food is surprisingly high. Besides, the attitude of the service staff to the students is not

hospitable at all.

All in all, there is still much room for improvement as far as the canteen service is concerned. I do hope we

will not suffer for another year. Thank you for your kind consideration.

Sincerely yours,

Li Ming

Top 4：邀请信

必备表达

1．邀请目的

On behalf of…, I have the honor to invite you to …

It is with the great pleasure that I write to cordially invite you to …

We should be very grateful if you could …
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2．活动安排

There will be a dinner party to be held at the Beijing Hotel on Sunday, October 10th, at eight o’clock. Will you and

Mrs. Smith come and join us?

I hope that you have no previous engagement and can join us for …

3．期盼回复

We are looking forward to seeing you.

I do hope that you will be able to come.

We should be very pleased if you could honor us with your company/presence.

高分作文

Dear Mr. Williams,

I am writing on behalf of （代表） the English Department to invite you to give a lecture in our college.

We know that you are an expert on American literature. As English majors, our students would like to know

something about American literature. We would be very grateful （ 感 激 ） if you could give a talk on

“Contemporary American Literature” to students of the English Department on Saturday, June 4. If this subject

does not suit you, any other similar topic would be welcome as well.

We have already had several very interesting talks from some distinguished（尊贵的，知名的） visitors from

various countries and we look forward early to the opportunity to benefit from your experience and wisdom.

Yours truly,

Li Ming

Top 5：通知

高分作文

NOTICE

December 21, 2019

To improve the students spoken English, the Students’ Union has decided to hold an English speech contest

next month. The preliminary contest falls on September 18 in the school library. The final contest will be held on

December 29 in the auditorium of our university.

The Union will invite seven experts to serve as judges. Every speaker will be judged from three aspects: script,

eloquence, and the reaction of the audience. The maximum time of each speaker is eight minutes. The results will

be announced on the spot.

Those who are keen on this activity may send an email to us including your personal information. Our email

address is studentsunion@163. com. Everybody is welcome to join it.

Students’ Union

考研英语大作文高频出题点（英语一）

Top 1：文化专题（传统文化、文化融合与交流）
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高分作文

保护文化遗产

Recently, there has been a growing concern among the public over the phenomenon that a great number of

ancient buildings have been destroyed in some large cities, with launching of the construction projects. This has

definitely generated serious negative effects（消极影响）.

To the best of my knowledge, several reasons can be identified to account for this phenomenon. To begin with,

businessmen want to make huge profits when they build new buildings. Moreover, the government has not done

enough to protect these ancient buildings. Last but not least, the fact that people have not realized the significance

of our historical treasures（历史财富）is also responsible for this phenomenon（也是另外一个原因）.

Considering all the points discussed, it is highly sensible that we take prompt measures to resolve this problem.

In the first place, the government is supposed to make laws to stop destroying ancient building. In the second, the

media need to enhance people’s awareness in ancient building protection. Only by enforcing these measures, can

we effectively, efficiently, and eventually solve the problem.

Top 2：伦理道德专题（尊老、爱幼、爱心）

高分作文

让座

In the thought-provoking picture, a young man and a lady is sitting on the chair in a waiting room that is

allocated specially for mothers with baby. Regrettably（令人遗憾的是）, they simply neglect the mother with a baby

in her right arm and a big bag in her left hand standing just beside them with great efforts. The scene will set

ordinary citizens to think seriously about the nation’s painfully declining moral climate（道德风尚的衰败）.

Some of this can be attributed to the lack of morality（道德缺乏）, a problem shown particularly in the younger

generation. Their sense of moral standards （道德感标准）seems to be withering（下降） although their material

comforts have been considerably enhanced. What makes matters even worse is the fact that such misdeeds as

spitting, picking flowers in public gardens or making noises in public places are becoming so pervasive（普遍的）

that they are likely to be taken for granted（习惯成自然） by the public. With today’s worsening morality, social

bonds（社会联系）have been weakened, replaced by a greater emphasis on self. That is why new ideas must come

forward to improve the nation’s moral climate though the challenge cannot be underestimated（低估）.

Moral decline will not be reversed（扭转）until we find new ways to improve our moral standards. For adults,

we can make use of every chance to remind young people of the importance of good manners, both as a competent

citizen（合格公民） in modern society and as a model for them to follow. Only in this way can the moral climate of
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our nation be improved, and we sincerely wish that the young man in the picture could realize that he has sit on a

“wrong” seat.

Top 3：环境专题（环保、节能）

高分作文

环境保护

The cartoon presents the Earth with a personified human face that seems quite unhappy. An examination of the

picture immediately reveals that the source of its mood is the air pollution resulting from a huge number of

automobiles spread around its surface.

The cartoon, no doubt, aims at alarming humans of the heavy load we have exerted on Earth by our insatiable

（贪得无厌的） production and usage of automobiles. However, the majority of people merely indulge in（沉迷

于）the celebration of the convenience brought by cars, while forgetting or simply neglecting their harmful impact

on the atmosphere. Admittedly（应当承认） , there are various factors contributing to the current worldwide air

pollution, but it is undeniable that（不可否认地） the exhaust from automobiles is categorized as one of the major

elements.

I would like to make the following proposals to solve this problem: firstly, we should apply the most

cutting-edge technologies（前沿技术） in order to adopt new forms of energy（新能源） as substitutes for（取

代）fossil fuels（矿物燃料）. It should also be guaranteed that the clean energy be inexpensive so that it can be

widely accepted. Besides, there should be attempts to develop possible transportation means, so that citizens can be

diverted from（摆脱）dependence on cars. In short, it is humans’ responsibility to resume（恢复，唤回）clean air

for our Mother Earth.

Top 4：社会民风（品质）专题（诚信、共赢、勤俭、节约）

高分作文

诚信-食品安全问题

From the cartoons given above, we can see that the cow is explaining to the little baby that it is not her fault

for giving the poisoned power milk/the keeper is feeding the pig with Clenbuterol（瘦肉精）.The cartoon wisely

reflects the food safety issues（食品安全问题）which occur in recent years. Food safety related to people’s health

and it concerns about people’s basic livelihood. Since the Sanlu Incident occurred in 2008, the entire society was

increasingly concerned about food safety issue. It was in this context that the food safety issue has been referred to

an unprecedented height.

Problems related to food safety are as follows: 1) using poor quality raw materials in the food manufacturing
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process; 2) adding toxic substances（有毒物质）; 3) excessive use of food additives（食品添加剂）; 4) abusing of

chemical additives and so on. There are many reasons that cause this problem. It is regulators, producers, and even

consumers who share the responsibilities.

As Confucius instructed: better late than never. Prompt and strict measures should be taken to turn back（扭转）

this evil trend. The government should launch a massive moral campaign to educate all citizens and draw up（制定、

起草） tougher laws to crack down on those irresponsible corporations and prohibit them from entering the food

industry again. I am firmly convinced that through our combined efforts we are bound to enjoy more risk-free foods

in the days ahead.

Top 5：前沿科技专题（电子书、时尚购物、“科技”双刃剑）

高分作文

人们对网络的依赖

As is shown above, in front of a computer happily sits a teenager, attempting to work on his homework

effortlessly, with the help from the internet finishing the job for him. There has been a heated discussion about this

picture in the newspaper recently. Simple as the picture is, it does demonstrate certain thought-provoking social

phenomenon.

The picture tells us that our life has been greatly influenced and changed by scientific and technological

advances, an integral part（不可分割的一部分） to every aspect of modern life. What’s more, individuals,

organizations and governments attach due attention to this phenomenon. On the one hand, the progress can enhance

people’s understanding on a subject, improve people’s learning capacity and skills, shrink the distance between

cities and even continents, smooth the communication between residents and rid of the barrier（消除障碍）between

people. Technical advances offer all people in the world a quality of life what was unimaginable（不可思议的）

when personal computer first appeared 60 years ago. Our factory hums to the rhythm of robot assembly arms. Our

banking is done at automated teller terminals that thank us with mechanical politeness for transaction. Our subway

trains are controlled by tireless robot drivers. On the other hand, while computers, as have been mentioned above,

help students finish the academic job, but this technology, at the same time, kills their creative thinking and

exploration spirit（创造思维和探索精神） . The effect of board-dependence brought by it causes the young,

nowadays, even can seldom spell correctly, let alone the negative effects triggered by porn movies, violent video

clips and their like.（第二段比较长，目的是让大家积累素材，考试时建议不要超过规定字数）

In my view, while we are enjoying the conveniences of the science and technology, we should keep a watching

-eyes on（注意、当心） those negative practice, and aim to reduce the problems it has caused. Then the benefits of
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these advances will outweigh the serious problems.

Top 6：教育类专题（青少年教育、大学生毕业去向、学术剽窃）

高分作文

应试教育的弊端

On a tree sprout four branches, which are symbols of academic abilities（学术能力）, practical abilities（实

践能力）, organization abilities（组织能力） and acting abilities（表演能力）. A saw, a symbol of education,

violently cuts down three branches, leaving the only one symbolizing academic abilities.

This picture illustrates a current problematic standard practice in education which stresses only academic

learning. High scores in examinations or rather academic success is apparently the main pursuit by most students,

parents and teachers. In China, a great educational background is always considered as a sure ticket to a lucrative

career（有钱途的职业） and a successful life. Children, consequently, are expected to go along the same growth

path from a famous kindergarten to a good primary school to a key middle school and then hopefully to a

well-known university. If a child shows no interest in traditional learning, even though he is talented in other fields,

he will be considered as an idle person without big dreams and be severely punished.

This education principle was fruitful（有成效的） when university students were highly valued by the job

market but no longer productive since the job market has greatly changed. The job market requires more than

academic ability nowadays. People with admirable educational background will also fail because of lack of other

abilities. There are many forms of abilities for a person, and we’d better strive for a balanced development.

Top 7：人生哲理专题

高分作文

态度与幸福

As is revealed in the cartoon, a boy is contemplating（沉思、思考）the true meaning of happiness. It is indeed

a tough question for him: what is happiness? Making a huge sum of money, or winning true love, or keeping good

health, or what? The picture is fairly thought-provoking（发人深省）, which intends to convey to us this message:

Due attention should be paid to the constant topic of human—happiness.

We can easily recognize the significance of attitude in terms of happiness. On the one hand, some have

suffered a great deal but generally remain happy. Take the victims of Wen Chuan earthquake as an example: they

lost their families and even something more precious, but they eventually stepped out of the pain to rebuild their

home. On the other hand, people who have a relatively easy and comfortable life, and yet are essentially unhappy.

Without a positive attitude or the determination to find the little happiness of life, you are destined to（注定）be
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grievous, no matter what kind of situation you are in.

Considering all the points discussed above, it is advisable that we highly value optimism and apply it in our

studies and work. We are, therefore, supposed to take a rational attitude. Happiness is an attitude, not a condition,

which lies in the unswerving efforts（坚持不懈的努力）to complete one’s life.

2020考研英语小作文高频出题点（英语二）

Top 1：推荐信

必备表达

1．指出被推荐人

I take great pleasure in recommending to you … as …

I would like to present… for your consideration in your search for…

With reference to your requirements（要求）, I shall, without reservation（毫无保留）, recommend…as an ideal

candidate.

2．总结说明

I am confident/ convinced that… I strongly recommend … to you with no reservation.

Therefore, I do not hesitate to recommend her as an ideal candidate for the post you advertised.

Therefore, I do not hesitate to recommend … as the right/exact… for your consideration.

高分作文

Dear Prof. Smith,

I am writing to recommend to you Miss Liu Ming who wants to pursue her graduate study for the Master’s

Degree under your supervision（监督、管理）.

Miss Liu Ming was one of my classmates in Tianjin University. She was an excellent student in our university

as can be seen from her straight A grades on all subjects. After graduation she worked in Tianyi Biological

Company for three years, which considerably added to her practical experience（实践经验）.

I think with her intelligence, diligence and rich experience, Miss Liu Ming has great potential in the field of

pharmacology both theoretically and practically. Therefore, I recommend her to you with no reservation（毫无保

留）.

Faithfully yours,

Li Ming

Top 2：通知

高分作文

NOTICE

December 21, 2019

To improve the students spoken English, the Students’ Union has decided to hold an English speech contest

next month. The preliminary contest falls on September 18 in the school library. The final contest will be held on
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December 29 in the auditorium of our university.

The Union will invite seven experts to serve as judges. Every speaker will be judged from three aspects: script,

eloquence, and the reaction of the audience. The maximum time of each speaker is eight minutes. The results will

be announced on the spot.

Those who are keen on this activity may send an email to us including your personal information. Our email

address is studentsunion@163. com. Everybody is welcome to join it.

Students’ Union

Top 3：邀请信

必备表达

1．邀请目的

On behalf of …, I have the honor to invite you to …

It is with the great pleasure that I write to cordially invite you to …

2．活动安排

There will be a dinner party to be held at the Beijing Hotel on Sunday, October 10th, at eight o’clock.

I hope that you have no previous engagement and can join us for …

3．期盼回复

We are looking forward to seeing you.

I do hope that you will be able to come.

We would be very pleased if you could honor us with your company/presence.

高分作文

Dear Mr. Williams,

I am writing on behalf of（代表） the English Department to invite you to give a lecture in our college.

We know that you are an expert on American literature. As English majors, our students would like to know

something about American literature. We would be very grateful (感激、感谢 ) if you could give a talk on

“Contemporary American Literature” to students of the English Department on Saturday, June 4. If this subject

does not suit (适合) you, any other similar topic would be welcomed as well.

We have already had several very interesting talks from some distinguished (尊贵的，知名的) visitors from

various countries and we look forward early to the opportunity to benefit from your experience and wisdom.

Yours truly,

Li Ming

Top 4：投诉信

必备表达

1．说明投诉问题

I am writing to inform（告知，代替 tell）you that I find … unsatisfactory …

I am writing to express/ air dissatisfaction/ disappointment/ concern regarding…

2．期待解决方案

I hope you will take steps to rectify（纠正、改善，代替 improve） this situation soon.
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I believe you will take my complaints seriously. I would ask you to give back my money, or I would file my

complaint（投诉） to the authorities concerned（相关部门）.

To solve this problem/ rectify the situation/ crack this hard nut（解决问题）, I hope to draw the attention of the

authorities concerned.

高分作文

Dear Mr. President,

My name is Li Ming, a junior of the Civil Engineering School. I venture（冒昧） to write a letter to you about

the canteen service（食堂服务）on campus which has given rise to a lot of complaints among students.

The focus of the complaint is the poor quality of the food. The vegetables are so overcooked as to lose their

nutrients. The price of the food is surprisingly high. Besides, the attitude of the service staff to the students is not

hospitable at all.

All in all, there is still much room for improvement as far as the canteen service is concerned. I do hope we

will not suffer for another year. Thank you for your kind consideration.

Sincerely yours,

Li Ming

Top 5：感谢信

必背表达

1．表示感谢

I warmly appreciate your hospitality（款待）.

I am writing to extend my sincere/hearty gratitude/appreciation（真诚的感谢）for …说明事由

Thank you very much for the gift you sent me. It’s one of the most wonderful gifts I got on my birthday.

I am writing this letter to thank you for your warm hospitality accorded to me and my delegation during our recent

visit to your beautiful country.

2．再次表示感谢

Again, I would like to express my warm thanks to you! Please accept my gratitude.

Thanks again and I hope that I will have the opportunity to return/repay your kindness.

高分作文

Dear John,

I am writing to thank you for looking after me after that unfortunate accident the other day, when I was

knocked off my bike by a taxi. But for（要不是）your assistance, I fear that the consequence might have been much

more serious.

The doctor says that my broken leg is healing well, and that I would be able to stand up again in a week’s time.

In addition, the taxi company has agreed to pay my hospital bills.

Anyway, everyone agrees that it was your quick-witted response in that emergency that has led to this

satisfactory outcome （满意的结果）. I feel I owe you so much, so please accept my most sincere thanks.

Yours sincerely,
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Li Ming

Top 6：询问信

必背表达

1．说明目的

I would appreciate it very much if you can provide me with more details about …

I have learned from … that you will … I just want to know specifically about …

I am writing to see if it is possible for you to provide me with information regarding/concerning …

2．询问事宜

Would you please send me all the relevant information as soon as possible? Thank you very much.

I would be much obliged（感激）if you let me know …

3．表示感谢、期盼回复

Your prompt attention to this letter would be highly appreciated.

I am looking forward to hearing from you.

高分作文

Dear Sir or Madam,

I am a Chinese student who wishes to pursue further study at your university next semester. It would be highly

appreciated if you would provide me with some essential information.

First, how much is the tuition fee (学费)? Though I intend to be self-supporting (自费), I would be interested

to know if there is any scholarship available for international students. Second, I wonder what qualifications (资格)

I need to follow a course at your university. Now I have got a master degree in Tsinghua University, is it enough?

Third, as regards to (关于) accommodations, is it possible for me to have a single room?

I am looking forward to your reply, and to attending your esteemed institution (贵校).

Yours sincerely,

Li Ming

考研英语大作文高频出题点（英语二）

Top 1：经济民生类专题（智能手机市场份额、进出口份额、交通工具里程占比）

高分作文 1

As is distinctively revealed in this bar chart, the market shares of domestic and overseas smartphone brands

have undergone a sharp change in the past ten years. In 2008, the domestic brands took up only 20% while the

overseas cellphones occupied 80%. Five years later, the percentage of manufacturers from China and abroad were

35% and 65% respectively. With our society and economy rapidly developing, Chinese brands overtook the

imported brands in 2018 with a 10% advantage.

So what can be deduced from these statistics? Personally, it is Chinese technology companies that have

devoted themselves to innovation, which has been bringing about the huge creative progress in our smartphone

industry. Meanwhile, smartphones made in China possess an overwhelming advantage— lower labor costs. In
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contrast, those produced abroad have a higher cost, thus leading to an irreversible decline of market share.

Based on the analysis made above, Chinese enterprises are supposed to make further endeavor to keep the

leading role in the market by producing better devices and offering intimate service. As for overseas corporations, it

is urgent for them to take effective measures to reduce the cost.

高分作文 2

The line graph describes the variation in the export trend of Chinese agricultural and industrial goods during

the last ten years. As is shown directly in the graph, cargos from agriculture decreased dramatically from 60% in

2008 with a 5% decline every five years and ended up with 50% in 2018. By contrast, the percentage of industry

commodities was rising all the time, from 36% in 2008, then 42% in 2013, to 48% in 2018 finally.

So what are the reasons behind the phenomenon on that such two lines develop toward two opposite directions?

One possible answer is that China gains its superiority in the field of heavy industry and technology industry.

Merchandise from the industry above makes considerable profits. The government has been encouraging factories

to produce goods with higher value. However, the demand of agricultural commodities, with the rapid growth of

population in China, has been booming constantly, thus causing the shrinkage of export scale.

As is known to us all, governments at all levels make policies according to the economic situation. And it is

advisable for enterprises from different parts to switch producing plans due to potential risks.

高分作文 3

As can be seen from the pie charts, a remarkable tendency draws our attention to transportation. The first

shows the mileage of the highway in 2008, which took up 57% of mileages in total, while the mileage of the

airplane and the high-speed rail occupied 29% and 14%, respectively. When it comes to the year of 2018, the

situation changed dramatically. The proportion of the high-speed rail developed to 46% and that of the highway

shrank to16%, with the airplane rising slightly to 38%.

From these figures, it can be easily seen that the high-speed rail has been undergoing an explosive

development. Many factors contributing the phenomenon may be summarized as follows. First of all, due to the

promotion made by the Chinese government, an increasing number of people now regard taking a high-speed rail

train as a safer vehicle than taking a plane and driving on the highway. Secondly, taking the weather into

consideration, citizens are more willing to choose the high-speed rail rather than the other two since the rail is not

necessarily influenced by the wet pavement. Finally, given the factors of time cost and safety, the high-speed

railway is probably the best choice for travelers.

For my part, variation in public transportation witnesses the development of Chinese economy. Governments

are encouraged to invest generously in transportation, so that more comfortable travels can be predicted in the near
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future.

Top 2：网络科技类专题（网购、移动支付、电子阅读、在线教育等）

高分作文 1

中国网民数量变化及原因

It is clearly demonstrated in the chart above that great changes have taken place in the number of the netizens

（网民） in China in recent years. Based upon the statistics provided by the chart, it is evident that the number of

the netizens in the city has been on an ascending trend （上升趋势）all the time. In the year of 2012, the number

was merely 50 million, while within no more than several years, it went sharply up to 300 million in 2015.

Meanwhile , the rural area has also witnessed a steady increase（稳定增长）, reaching 115 million in 2015.

It is of sensible for me to put forward some contributing factors to account for this situation. At the top of the

list, with the pace of life speeding up, the Internet has become increasingly indispensable（必不可少） in our daily

life. According to a reliable report, some youngsters might even spend more than 8 hours in surfing（上网） a day.

In addition, we must admit that Internet, as a highly efficient means of communication, shortens the distance

between people. Finally, the fact cannot be ignored that the Internet will help us keep up with the latest information.

From the discussion mentioned above, we can safely come to the conclusion that this phenomenon is positive

and therefore beneficial. And it is sure that this established trend is bound to（必定）continue in the years to come .

高分作文 2

购物方式的改变

The chart above shows the change of ways of shopping from 2000 to 2010. As can be seen from the above

chart, from 2000 to 2010, the rate of online shopping kept on increasing, from 31.6% to 52.3%, while the

traditional shopping fell dramatically from 75.3% to 43.2% occasionally. From then on, both the rate of online

shopping and the rate of traditional shopping increased.

It is no difficult job for us to come up with some possible factors that underlie the above changes. In the first

place, with the development of our economy, people have changed their lifestyles. They did not regard traditional

shopping as a good thing. Therefore, the rate of traditional shopping had begun to fall down since 2000. In the

second place, with the improvement of both living standards of people and the technique of Internet, people can

enjoy shopping online. Thus the rate of traditional shopping had also begun to fall down since 2000 as shown in the

chart.

From what has been discussed so far, it can be predicted that the present situation will continue for quite a

while in the near future. Traditional shopping will gradually lose its popularity, and online shopping is bound to be

the primary mode of consumption.
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高分作文 3

网购调查（不同年龄段）

As is revealed in the pie-chart, people of different age vary greatly in terms of online shopping. Based upon

the data of the chart, one can see that those over the age of 50 are at the lowest end, merely 6%. In contrast,

however, 25-to-35-year-olds are the most active online shoppers among the four age groups, accounting for 65%.

The contributing factors for this phenomenon are to be introduced as follows. At the top of the list, this

situation stems largely from the younger workers’ outlook upon consumption. According to a recent Internet

questionnaire, the overwhelming majority of the respondents see net purchases as a blessing since they compared to

traditional retail consumption patterns, are cheaper and more convenient. Moreover, it must be admitted that this

condition stems from their inadequate income and addiction to surfing in cyberspace. The final point that I’d like to

highlight here is the young wage-earners quick-tempo lifestyle.

Considering the arguments above, we may reasonably conclude that it’s of no surprise to see this phenomenon

in our high-tech society. But I am quite certain that nine shopping with development of science and technology, will

become increasingly popular with consumers of different ages in the high-tech era.

Top 3：环境类专题（环境污染、垃圾分类）

高分作文

空气污染的日益加重

As is shown clearly in the pie-chart, a few factors combined contribute to the grim situation of air pollution.

Among them, the percentage of the pollution related to the CO2 emissions of motor vehicles is 38%, which is the

highest of all the four categories.

The contributing factors are to be illustrated as follows. At the top of the list is the growing number of private

cars. According to a recent official report, roughly 78% of the families in big cities have purchased their own motor

car. In addition, the severe condition at the moments closely relates to the rapid industrialization of our China.

Lastly, people’s poor environmental consciousness (薄弱的环保意识) also contributes a lot to this scenario.

In view of the analysis, we may reasonably conclude that counter measures must be taken to reverse or at least

alleviate(减轻、缓和)the deterioration. And l am hoping with confidence that an agreeable environment will come

back in the foreseeable future.

Top 4：教育类专题（就业率、在线教育、终生学习、留学等）

高分作文 1

中国学生及美国学生经济独立性对比

Financial sources of College Students are quite different from those of American students. In China, students
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get 90% of their money from their parents while in America, only 50% of students` money is provided by parents.

In addition, Chinese students earn only 5% of their money from part time jobs and 5% from fellowship or

scholarship while income from these two resources for American students takes up（占）35% and 15% respectively

of their total income.

I think there are probably three reasons for their differences. First, because of the influence of different social

and family values, Chinese students have formed the habit of asking for money from their parents while American

students have developed more sense of being financially independent. Second, most Chinese parents devote too

much care to their children and they would rather save up to afford their children's education rather than encourage

them to take part-time jobs. But in America, many parents pay more attention to developing the students' ability of

self-reliance（自立） , so they encourage their children to find part-time job to earn some money by themselves.

Third, since America is more developed than China, it is relatively easy for students to find part-time jobs. In China,

such opportunities are rather rare.

I believe with the development of China, more and more Chinese students will realize and pay more attention

to the necessity of self-dependence（独立）. In addition, more and more opportunities will be provided for them to

take part-time jobs. So, more students will go out of the ivory tower（象牙塔） to broaden their knowledge and to

become the master of their own lives.

高分作文 2

海归人才数量的增长

The past years have witnessed a mounting number of Chinese scholars returning from overseas. As is lively

illustrated by the column chart, the number of returnees climbed from a mere 69.3 thousand in 2015 to over 272.9

thousand in 2018, at an annual increase rate of around 50%.

A multitude of factors may have led to the tendency revealed by the chart, but the following are the critical

ones from my perspective. First and foremost, along with the development of Chinese economy and society, the

number of Chinese studying abroad has been soaring in the past years, which has provided an expanding base for

the number of returnees. In the second place, the government has enacted a series of preferential policies to attract

overseas Chinese scholars back home. Last but not least, the booming economy, science and technology in this

country have generated more attractive job opportunities for scholars returning from overseas.

The waves of returnees will definitely contribute to this nation's development, since they have brought back

not only advanced science and technology but also pioneering concepts of education and management. With more

scholars coming back from overseas, and with the concerted efforts of the whole nation, we have reasons to expect

a faster rejuvenation of this country.
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Top 5：社会文化类专题（旅游、多元文化、传统文化）

高分作文 1

旅游行业的迅猛发展

As is revealed clearly in the table, in the past several years, noticeable changes have taken place with regard to

tourism industry. Based upon the figures of the table, it could be noticed that this industry has been growing rapidly.

In the year of 2006, the revenue of this industry was merely 380 million RMB, while no more than 7 years it

rocketed to 1.5 billion in 2012. In the meantime, however, tourists' complaints have been on a dramatic increase(急

剧增长), attaining 35,000 in 2012.

It's of no difficulty for me to come up with some possible factors to account for this phenomenon. To begin

with, this phenomenon is closely related to the rocketing(激增) of the tourist number, which has left the industry far

behind(设施落后 ). Furthermore, the scenario at the moment, to a certain degree, has something to do with the

inadequacy of the relevant regulations and rules. Finally, tourist agencies' poor service is yet another significant

contributing factor that cannot be ignored. According to a recent Internet questionnaire in 20I2, approximately 22%

of the tourists surveyed claim to have been deceived by tourist guides during their sightseeing.

In view of what has been mentioned so far, we can conclude that our tourism, as an emerging industry, ought

to explore new ways to keep pace with the tourists' growing demand. And I'm genuinely looking forward to seeing

some positive changes in our tourism in the near future.

高分作文 2

As is clearly clarified in this line chart, the number of foreign tourists in China has increased in general. In

2003, the number started with 1 million and then grew to 1.5 million in 2008. However, in 2013, the number

decreased to 1.2 million and later reached 2 million in 2018.

From my perspective, it is accessible for us to infer the variation of the number of foreign tourists in China.

First and foremost, China has a so long history that it possesses a diverse of delicious dishes which are of

substantial attraction for the foreigners. What’s more, with the comprehensive competitiveness of China improving,

an increasing number of foreigners realize the importance of China in the world, which makes it necessary for them

to know more about Chinese culture and therefore take a trip to China. Last but not least, of course, during the the

period of global recession, people had less money to spend on travelling, which could explain the temporary

decrease from 2008 to 2013.

From what has been analyzed above, we can easily come to the conclusion that there is a tendency that more

foreign tourists will come to China in the upcoming years.
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